How The Weather Company is driving
Aston Martin Red Bull Racing to victory
Winning Formula 1 teams leave nothing to chance. The real race starts way before the cars
reach the track. One thing teams can’t control, though, is the weather. That’s why Aston Martin
Red Bull Racing engineers use technology and insights from The Weather Company to inform
hundreds of decisions before and during each race.
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Does your business move as fast as an F1 race?
Learn how The Weather Company, an IBM Business,
uses big data and weather technology to provide
a competitive advantage.

1. ON YOUR
MARKS

2. GET SET
14 weeks before the race
Choose optimum tyre compounds
based on projected weather
forecasts.

Historic data
Shows common weather patterns
for new race locations and the
connection between race results
and weather conditions.

1 mm/h difference in
expected precipitation
Pick a different tyre. Slick tyres are
the fastest but won’t work in the rain,
so hitting the sweet spot between
performance and functionality
is crucial.

10° temperature difference
Knowing the best tyre compound for
any temperature change is crucial.
Drivers are allowed 3 compounds
per weekend, and must run two.

3. GO

4. FINISH

2° degrees difference
in track temperature
Could affect how quickly the tyres
degrade and therefore change
Pit Stop strategy for the race.

2 seconds per lap
If you get the rain forecast wrong
and change tyres a lap early, you can
lose valuable time - and the race.

Weather Operations
Dashboard
Reveals wind speed, radar
comparisons, cloud distance
and precipitation timing
in real-time during the race.

There isn’t a business on the planet
that isn’t impacted by weather.
Keen to learn more about how we are bringing weather
technology to the race track? Visit ibm.biz/weather-amrbr.

